The Judith Carson Outstanding Educational Interpreter Award Nomination Form

General Description:
The Judith Carson Outstanding Educational Interpreter Award is given to an ICRID member who has made a significant contribution to the field of Educational Interpreting.

Criteria:
To be considered for the Judith Carson Outstanding Educational Interpreter Award the candidates must meet the following requirements:
--The candidate must be a dual member of ICRID/RID in good standing.
--The candidate must hold a post-secondary degree.
--The candidate must have at least 10 years of educational interpreting experience.
--The candidate must be RID/NAD certified or hold EIPA 4.0+. (All candidates must have passed any written portions of performance tests)
--The candidate must be nominated by an ICRID member in good standing. A letter must be submitted to the chair of the Awards and Scholarship Committee before September 20th.
--A letter of recommendation must be submitted by a K-12 administrator/college supervisor to the chair of the Awards and Scholarship Committee before September 20th.
--A letter of recommendation must be submitted by either a qualified Indiana educational interpreter or licensed teacher to the chair of the Awards and Scholarship Committee before September 20th.
--The candidate must have made substantial accomplishments within the field of educational interpreting. This will include, but not be limited to, the following: state, regional and national awards and recognitions; serve on a state, regional, or national educational interpreter board, committee or subcommittee; serve as a state educational interpreter representative to the RID; or a state, regional, national educational interpreting mentor, presenter, or educator.

Person making Nomination:_______________________________________________________

Person being Nominated:_________________________________________________________

Please explain how the nominee has made substantial accomplishments within the field of educational interpreting. Have they received state, regional and national awards and recognitions? Do they serve on state, regional, or national educational interpreter boards, committees or subcommittees or serve as a state educational interpreter representative to RID? Are they a state, regional, national educational interpreting mentor, presenter, or educator?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Nominations are due to the awards and scholarship committee by September 20th, 2020.
Email nomination form to awards@icrid.org

Committee use only:

Nominee an ICRID and RID member?    Yes No    Person nominating an ICRID member?    Yes No